Education
Course map for students commencing study in 2019

D0502 Diploma of Tertiary Studies
Education stream – Peninsula
D0502 Handbook entry: refer to the Handbook for authorised course and unit information.

Options
The Education stream at Peninsula provides a pathway to the Bachelor of Education (Honours) course code D3001. Students
choose the option that leads to one of the following specialisations:
•
Early Years Education
•
Early Years and Primary Education
•
Primary Education
•
Secondary Health and Physical Education

Pathways to Monash degrees
•

Students who pass all units in the Diploma of Tertiary Studies – Education stream on the first (and only) attempt with a
minimum weighted average mark of 60% will receive a guaranteed place and an offer from Monash into the Bachelor of
Education (Honours) specialisation corresponding to their chosen option.

Specialisation

Early Years Education
Early Years and Primary Education
Sem

Core units

Campus

Mode

Duration

Peninsula

On-campus

1 year

Education units

1

EDF1010
Learning in a university
context

EDF1303
Understanding
learning and learners

EDF1030
English and literacy
learning

EDF1031
Creative learning in
childhood through
music and the arts

EDF1051
Early years
professional
experience 1A
5 days

2

EDF1011
Knowledge and context
or
EDF1012
Mathematics for tertiary
study*

EDF1304
Understanding
teaching for learning

EDF1032
Thinking
mathematically from
an early age

EDF1033
Education for
environment and
sustainability

EDF1052
Early years
professional
experience 1B
5 days

Notes
•
•

This option provides full credit for Year 1 of the corresponding course.
* Students who need to meet the mathematics prerequisite for their destination course must take EDF1012.

•

All applicants are required to complete a mandatory online 90-minute computer based test (CASPer). Students are
required to achieve the standard in the CASPer test prior to gaining admission to the Bachelor of Education (Honours).
For more information, please visit http://monash.edu/education/caspertest.
Once enrolled in the BEd(Hons), students will be required to achieve the standard in the Literacy and Numeracy Test
for Initial Teacher Education Students. See D3001 for more information.

•

This is a conceptual outline only. Enquiries regarding the course structure
should be directed to the Course Adviser or to the Student Services Office at
your home campus. Every effort has been made to ensure that the information
provided is correct at the time of publication. Monash University reserves the
right to alter this information as required. D0502.4. June 2018. Version 1.
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Specialisation

Primary Education
Sem

Core units

Campus

Mode

Duration

Peninsula

On-campus

1 year

Education units

1

EDF1010
Learning in a university
context

EDF1303
Understanding
learning and learners

EDF1028
Information and
communication
technologies
across the
curriculum

2

EDF1011
Knowledge and context
or
EDF1012
Mathematics for tertiary
study*

EDF1304
Understanding
teaching for learning

EDF1029
Learners with
special needs in the
primary classroom

Discipline
Leadership in English and literacy
discipline sequence
Leadership in mathematics and
numeracy discipline sequence
Languages other than English (LOTE)
discipline sequence

Sem

Discipline unit 1

Discipline unit 2

(Both offered
Sem 2 for D0502)

Unit

1

EDF1151 Fundamentals of the English language

2

EDF1152 Reading and writing the world

1

EDF1161 Doing and learning mathematics

2

EDF1162 Subject knowledge for teaching: Number and algebra

1&2

EDF1053
Primary
professional
experience 1A
5 days
EDF1054
Primary
professional
experience 1B
5 days

A first-year language unit each semester from the Faculty of Arts. The following languages
are available: Chinese, French, German, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Modern Greek,
Spanish.

Notes
•
•

This option provides full credit for Year 1 of the corresponding course.
* Students who need to meet the mathematics prerequisite for their destination course must take EDF1012.

•

All applicants are required to complete a mandatory online 90-minute computer based test (CASPer). Students are
required to achieve the standard in the CASPer test prior to gaining admission to the Bachelor of Education (Honours).
For more information, please visit http://monash.edu/education/caspertest.
Once enrolled in the BEd(Hons), students will be required to achieve the standard in the Literacy and Numeracy Test
for Initial Teacher Education Students. See D3001 for more information.

•

This is a conceptual outline only. Enquiries regarding the course structure
should be directed to the Course Adviser or to the Student Services Office at
your home campus. Every effort has been made to ensure that the information
provided is correct at the time of publication. Monash University reserves the
right to alter this information as required. D0502.4. June 2018. Version 1.
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Specialisation

Secondary Health and Physical Education
Sem

Core units

1

EDF1010
Learning in a university
context

2

EDF1011
Knowledge and context
or
EDF1012
Mathematics for tertiary
study*

Campus

Mode

Duration

Peninsula

On-campus

1 year

Education units

EDF1303
Understanding
learning and learners

EDF1071
Introduction to
health and physical
education

EDF1171
Sociocultural
foundations of
health and physical
education

EDF1304
Understanding
teaching for learning

EDF1072
Contemporary
issues in health and
physical education

EDF1172
Biophysical and
behavioural
foundations of
health and physical
education

EDF1055
Secondary
professional
experience 1A
5 days
EDF1056
Secondary
professional
experience 1B
5 days
(Both offered
Sem 1 for D0502)

Notes
Secondary Health and Physical Education
• Full credit for Year 1 of the corresponding course may be available for this option depending on your choice of
•
•
•

discipline studies in the Bachelor of Education (Honours). If you are interested in articulation to this specialisation,
contact the Faculty of Education at the Peninsula campus for more information.
* Students who need to meet the mathematics prerequisite for their destination course must take EDF1012.
All applicants are required to complete a mandatory online 90-minute computer based test (CASPer). Students are
required to achieve the standard in the CASPer test prior to gaining admission to the Bachelor of Education (Honours).
For more information, please visit http://monash.edu/education/caspertest.
Once enrolled in the BEd(Hons), students will be required to achieve the standard in the Literacy and Numeracy Test
for Initial Teacher Education Students. See D3001 for more information.

Additional information
Primary and Secondary Health and Physical Education
•

Full credit for Year 1 of this specialisation is not available to students who have completed DOTS. If you are interested in
articulation to this specialisation, contact the Faculty of Education at the Peninsula campus for more information. To
complete the required units in this specialisation, you may need to extend the length of your course by one semester or,
with approval from the Faculty, overload your study in Years 2 and 3.

This is a conceptual outline only. Enquiries regarding the course structure
should be directed to the Course Adviser or to the Student Services Office at
your home campus. Every effort has been made to ensure that the information
provided is correct at the time of publication. Monash University reserves the
right to alter this information as required. D0502.4. June 2018. Version 1.
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